Frequently Asked Questions

1. **When is the 2018 Mebala ya Rona Heritage Walk?**

**ANSWER:** It starts on 01 until 05 August 2018

2. **What does the Walk seek to achieve?**

**ANSWER:** The walk is aimed at promoting the heritage corridor, as the Greater Pilanesberg/Madikwe Biodiversity Economy node that anchors nature-based tourism and the economic catalyst for the region; to increase awareness and interest amongst local communities to appreciate, preserve and protect their Culture & Heritage whilst they optimise on the economic value thereof as well as to encourage the investor community towards the biodiversity economy and partnership opportunities with local communities within the node amongst others.

3. **What does R 500.00 include?**

**ANSWER:** It includes all meals, camping site and a guide

4. **What must I bring to the walk?**

**ANSWER:** Camping tent, Sleeping bag, Sleeping mattress, Camping chair, Rain gear, Adventure/Hiking Boots, Back daypack, Torch or headlamp, Eating utensils (Plate/Bowl, spoon, fork, coffee mug, Toiletries & washing basin, Sun screen, Insect repellent, Blister treatment products (Adhesives, pads for blisters, cramp medication), Personal first aid kit, Chronic medication

5. **Are there toilets where we will be camping?**

**ANSWER:** Yes, mobile toilets will be provided on all camp site.

6. **What happens when I get tired during the walk?**

**ANSWER:** We have Mankwe Game Trackers game drive vehicles that will pick up those that are tired. along the route.

7. **Will we have guides when walking through the reserve?**

**ANSWER:** Yes

8. **Is there a water station on the route?**

**ANSWER:** No, you will be given 2 water bottles with your lunch pack in the morning

9. **What meals will be served?**

**ANSWER:** Simple meals, consisting of one starch, vegies, venison and chicken

10. **Where do I eat my lunch?**

**ANSWER:** During the walk, you will receive it in the morning after breakfast. It will be a sandwich, fruit, water and energy drink.

To register, visit: